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V61/T11036/EE/20160719

Time : 3 Hours Marks : 80

Instructions :
1. All Questions are Compulsory.

2. Each Sub-question carry 5 marks.

3. Each Sub-question should be answered between 75 to 100 words. Write every questions
answer on separate page.

4. Question paper of 80 Marks, it will be converted in to your programme structure marks.

1. Solve any four sub-questions.

a) Write salient features of General cargo ships, tankers, bulk carriers. 5

b) Draw neat sketch showing camber, rise of floor, tumblehome, Flare, moulded depth.
5

c) Define Hogging and sagging and describe distinctions between them. 5

d) Write various stresses developed in ship and measures taken to counteract at least
two of these stresses. 5

e) Write short notes on electrical and mechanical aids provided for determining the
stresses developed on ship. 5

2. Solve any four sub-questions.

a) Sketch and describe five different sections of steel used in ship construction. 5

b) Write a note on Bulkheads; explaining their salient constructional features and
functions/purpose. 5

c) Draw neat sketches to show two different types of sterns. 5

d) Draw mid-ship section of a typical bulk carrier with HOPPER cum DOUBLE  tanks.
Indicate at least ten structural components. 5

e) Write provisions of additional strength provided to withstand pounding and panting.
5
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3. Solve any four sub-questions.

a) Describe with sketches roller, multi angel, pedestal and panama fair leads. 5

b) Sketch the arrangement for making Cargo Ships Hatch covers weather tight at the
hatch coaming and cross joints. Indicate all parts clearly with arrows. 5

c) Draw a vent pipe fitted for ballast tank and fuel oil tanks. Write in brief purpose of
such pipes fitted. 5

d) Draw a sketch of fore end arrangements showing windlass, chain cable, hawse pipe,
forward peak bulkhead. 5

e) Explain the following terms: 5

i) Hatch girder

ii) Deck beams

iii) Breast hook

iv) Bulwark

v) Cant beams

4. Solve any four sub-questions.

a) Draw a water tight gland fitted around the rudder stock and indicate main components.
5

b) Define freeboard and mention assigned conditions for freeboard. 5

c) Sketch and describe semi balanced and balanced rudder. 5

d) Draw a neat sketch showing details of Deck line and load line markings carved/Plimsol
line for freeboard measurement. 5

e) Draw a neat sketch for oil lubricated stern tube. Indicate clearly major components.
5
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